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Abstract:In present era of vehicles where accidents became a lot of each day to day happening. It is high time that we come up with a plan to 

suppress it down. As we have a tendency to see in our regular life the accidents going down by rash driving and lack of concentration on the 

traffic data boards. In order to assure safer and smarter driving,  varied driving help systems square measure more and more thought 

of in analysis. Current vehicle driving help systems uses range of technologies like measuring device, image process, RFID, IR, computer 

vision etc. These technologies use communication system in conjunction with sensors, desegregation all of those technologies 

into one system is often a pricey, larger in size and complex solution. But in these systems most of  the days sensors output is plagued 

by dangerous weather/climate, dangerous light-weight and consumes high power and wishes regular maintenance. We came up with an 

answer by providing the knowledge within the vehicle so as to cut back the accidents and difficulties in driving. The solution seeks to alert 

and inform the motive force whenever the vehicle approaches a predetermined waypoint on the road. Here we have a tendency to think of 

introducing value effective, low hopped-up secured technology. Here communication and sensing is achieved by single module  that is 

of cheap, low-power, reliable, less sensitive to climatically changes. Easy to implement, easy to install, smaller in size. It employs 

mesh configuration, permitting it give high dependableness and an affordable vary. This paper concentrates on how these daunting accidents 

which has great toll on valuable lives can be curtailed. In India; we have a tendency to don’t have an advanced system that might facilitate to 

regulate the accidents. So researchers got a taken AN initiative to regulate the dreadful accidents, that is at soaring rates at the 

present by means that of this paper. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:  
Smart Driver Assistance Systems are intelligent systems that 

reside inside the vehicle and assist the main driver in a variety 

of ways. These systems may be used to provide important 

information about traffics, closure and blockage of roads 

ahead, congestion levels, suggested routes to avoid 

congestion etc. These systems may also be used to judge the 

fatigue and distraction of the human driver and thus make 

precautionary alerts or to assess the driving performance and 

make suggestions regarding the same.
 [1]

 These systems can 

over take the control from the human on assessing any threat 

perform easy tasks (like cruise control) or difficult manoeuvres 

(like overtaking and parking). The greatest benefits of using 

the assistance system are that they enable communication 

between different vehicles, vehicle infrastructure systems and 

transportation management centres. This enables exchange of 

vital information for better vision, localization, planning and 

decision making of the vehicles. Traffic sign detection and 

recognition systems are essential components of Advanced 

Driver Assistance Systems and self-driving vehicles. In this 

contribution we present a vision-based framework which 

detects and recognizes traffic signs inside the attention visual 

field of drivers. With the development of the intelligent car, 

safe driving assistance systems are becoming more and more 

important. In safe driving assistance system the traffic sign 

recognition is a key technology, and has been widely used. 

The accuracy and short processing time are very important for 

traffic sign recognition. However, in real driving situations, the 

diverse situations of traffic signs including the rotation, 

viewpoint, scale and illumination are complex and undesirable. 

Achieving robust traffic sign recognition with short processing 

times is a very challenging endeavour. Traffic sign detection 

includes traffic sign recognition and traffic sign classification. In 

order to achieve quick and robust traffic sign detection, 

designing a computing efficient and highly discriminative 

feature is essential. Meanwhile, in order to achieve quick and 

robust traffic sign classification, establishing a classification 

process that can reduce the amount of features and sustain  

 

 

classification accuracy is also very important. Current works 

on the traffic sign detection and recognition can be divided into  

three different types. First, pre-processing methods are 

researched to locate and recognize the traffic signs. Second, 

pre-processing methods combining with classifications are 

adopted to achieve quick and robust traffic signs recognition. 

Third, specific design features combing with the classifiers are 

used to achieve the robust and computing efficient recognition. 

 

2.0    LITERATURE REVIEW:  
The Road Sign Recognition (RSR) is a field of applied 

computer vision research concerned with the automatic 

detection and classification of traffic signs in traffic scene 

images acquired from a moving car. The result of the RSR 

research effort can be used as a support system for the driver. 

When the neighbour environment is understood, computer 

support can assist the driver in pre-collision prediction and 

avoidance. 
[2]

Driving is a task based almost entirely on visual 

information and image processing. The road signs and traffic 

signals define a visual language interpreted by drivers. 
[10, 11]

 

Road signs provides many information important for 

successful driving - they describe the current traffic situation, 

define right-of-way, prohibit or permit certain directions, warn 

about risky factors etc. Road signs also help drivers with 

navigation. According to the data shown in Table 1.1 and its 

relevant graph which is shown in fig 1.1. 
[13] 

 

Roads 
National 

Highways 
State Highways Other Roads 

Classifications   

No. of Accidents 149732 122239 225715 

No. of Persons 52924 39033 50528 

No. of Persons 

Injured  
156008 133435 2,21951 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/localisation
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Table 1.1 Accidents, person killed and Injured 

 
Fig 1.1: Accidents, persons, injured 

An embedded system can be defined as a special type of 

computer system that performs certain pre-determined 

programs that are typically used on a large scale by an 

electrical or mechanical system. Augmented reality is a 

fundamental goal of an AR system, enhancing users' 

perception and interaction with the real world through 

complementing the real world with 3D virtual objects that 

appear to coexist in the same place as the real world. 
[3]

It 

describes the characteristics of road signs, the requirements 

and difficulties behind the detection and recognition of road 

signs and road and traffic signal identification is one of the 

important areas in ITS. This is due to the importance of road 

signs and traffic signs in daily life. They define a visual 

language that can be interpreted by drivers.
[9]

 They represent 

the current traffic situation on the road, show hazards and 

difficulties around drivers, warn them, and help them with their 

navigation by providing useful information that makes driving 

safe and convenient. To improve driving safety and enhance 

driver experience " which has the ability to provide visual 

feedback such as an enhanced signal such as traffic signal 

identification, lane deviation warning, safety distance signal 

and forward collision warning Other automated capabilities for 

drivers raving experience.
[4]

 The design of TSR has been a 

challenge problem for many years. Traffic sign localization and 

classification form a foundation for advanced methods used for 

accurate TSR.
 [12]

It facilitates the flow of information between 

vehicles and assists in the identification and information 

transmission processes. Nevertheless it should be noted that 

these systems demand high amounts of reliable information 

about the vehicle and surroundings. 
[5]

 Traffic sign recognition 

(TSR) systems provide the driver with important information 

about road restrictions and the surrounding environment and 

identify. The traffic signal with computational power and 

camera quality has provided a new platform to develop low 

cost ADAS applications.
[7,8]

  

 

3.0 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF PROPOSED 

METHOD:  
The main focus is to develop a rotating inductive road sign 

detection system by augmented reality and advanced POSIT 

algorithm. Glyph based augmented reality is used in this 

research in conjunction with the POSIT algorithm. The 

objective is to use image processing with glyph recognition 

technology for efficient recognition and detection of road signs 

to aid the driver and reduce road accidents. This research will 

based on augmented reality which will help in the visual 

perception of 3D area for hospitals, navigation etc. POSIT 

algorithm is based on Orthography for scaling with pose and 

repetition. It does not require any preliminary estimation. The 

basic requirement of this algorithm is four or more 

corresponding attribute points between 2D image and 3D 

object. The architectural design is shown in fig given below. At 

initial level the system will reduce the number of distinct 

colours from these colours as red colour and yellow colour is 

more likely colour, so these colours will be extracted. After 

this, filter the image for noise or small regions. Segment the 

binary image from the filtered image and after this 

segmentation rejoins the image and form the likely images 

which are known as sign areas is shown in fig 1.2. 

 
Fig 1.2: Algorithm of proposed Method 

The basic idea of taking the dataset is that all the road signs 

are design, built and installed according to the standard rules 

and regulation sets by the various federal councils like red 

colour is an stopping signal, yellow is for hazard etc., but also 

for the tint of paint that covers the signal, with a tolerance that 

is visible, at a specific wavelength Should correspond to 

Spectrum
 [6]

. This is an important detail, but caution will be 

exercised in using it as the standard is set according to 

controlled illumination that prevails during experiments, while 

in practice, weather conditions are subject to external 

illumination and of course Results will be affected by the 

colours perceived by the cameras.  Signs are usually located 

on the right side of the road, usually 2 to 4.5 meters from the 

roadside, which are loosely regulated, with the exception of 

overhead or clearance signs that appear on the middle lane. 

This fact is useful for sign detection because a large portion of 

the road image can be ignored and thus speed up processing. 

Signs can appear in a variety of situations, including damaged, 

partially cloudy, and exposed to sunlight. Signs may also 

occur, for example, three or four signs appear above / beside 

each other. Augmented reality markers are the images which 

are detected by a camera and it is used with the installed 

software which will work for the assets placed in a given 

image. Usually black and white colours are used to show the 

contrast between the given images. The resultant image can 

be viewed on a screen.  
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Fig 1.3: Augmented Marker 

 

The block diagram is shown in the given fig.1.3 This will 

consist of six modules where camera will feed the live video 

stream. This stream will give as an input to image capturing 

system and it will analyze the each frame in the video and also 

create the binary images. The input to image processing 

system is binary images which are processed to detect AR 

marker and its location is provided to marker tracking. Now, 

the heart of the algorithm is marker tracking, which will 

calculate the pose means the six degrees of freedom position 

and provide it for rendering. This module has two inputs where 

one is calculated pose and another is virtual object which is to 

be calculated and now the database is given to the POSIT 

algorithm and the final results are displayed after this 

processing of algorithm is shown in fig 1.4..  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.4 Flow diagram of Proposed Methodology 

 

3.1 Proteus Configuration: 

 The proteus design suite is used for electronic design 

automation. This is used to create schematics and electronic 

prints for manufacturing printed circuit boards. The screen shot of 

proteus design suite is also shown in fig 1.5 and fig 1.6 given 

below. 

 

Figure 1.5 -Proteus Setup 

 

 
Figure 1.6 – A screenshot of Proteus Design Suite  

 

3.2 Arduino Board:  

It is used to support the languages and for using the special 

rules of code structuring.  

 

4.0 RESULT ANALYSIS:  
The developed system quickly recognizes road signs and 

notifies to drive. The program also keeps track of the already 

passed public places such as petrol pumps and restaurants on 

the way and notifies the same to the driver. In the back end 

(embedded system) whenever the road sign will be recognised 

it will show a code on the display corresponding to that sign 

like for example for right turn it will display R, for left turn it will 

show L etc is shown in fig 1.7. 

 
Fig 1.7 – Recognition of Augmented Marker 

 

AR is a breakthrough technology but, at the present day, it is 

still affected by serious problems that jeopardize its 

implementation in industrial environments. In this article we 

have presented the main advantages that AR can offer to 

industrial processes, with particular attention to maintenance 

operations AR could seriously improve human performances, 

and this can lead to great benefits not only from an economical 

perspective: a better maintenance on a car does not only 

mean cheaper costs, but also higher reliability and, thus, less 

failures and subsequent accidents.The developed system 

quickly recognizes road signs and notifies to drive. The 

program also keeps track of the already passed public places 

Camera 
Image Capturing  Image Processing  

Marker Tracking  Rendering Display 

Virtual Object 

 video 

Object to be 

augmented 
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such as petrol pumps and restaurants on the way and notifies 

the same to the driver. In the back end (embedded system) 

whenever the road sign will be recognised it will show a code 

on the display corresponding to that sign like for example for 

right turn it will display R, for left turn it will show L etc. 

Evaluation results showed a high object detection rate (87 %) 

within a few milliseconds of time.  

 

5.0 CONCLUSION:  
Safety options square measure designed to avoid 

collisions and accidents by giving technologies that 

alert the driving force to potential issues, or to avoid 

collisions by implementing safeguards and taking 

up management of the vehicle. Future features will be fully 

automated driving system. Future plans square measure to 

develop the system additional and to bring 

the conception in use in .professional driver coaching. It 

shall bring different means to adapt e-learning solutions, 

serious games, and practical exercises with real 

vehicles.The final goal of this research is to utilize driving to 

enhance the quality of life and encourage active social 

behaviour by elderly drivers through the various aspects of the 

intelligent driving technologies described in this paper. The 

development of intelligent driving system as the main focus of 

this research is an important innovative technology, and 

continuous efforts must be made to advance and deploy this 

technology in the near future. By doing this research we tried 

to find a Smart Driving Assistance system and how it can 

help us improve safety standards on the road. It's a cost 

effective, low powered secured. Here communication and 

sensing is achieved by single module that is of low-priced, 

low-power, reliable, less sensitive to climatically changes. 

Easy to implement, easy to install, smaller in size. It 

employsmesh topology, permitting it offer high responsibilit

y and an affordable varies. This solution can significantly 

reduce the risk to drivers and enable better traffic 

management. So when we are living in a fast world where 

everything is changing with in no time such systems are 

essential. 
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